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Anna Capolupo, Elisa Muliere, Arias GLez
For the last exhibition in its current location in Via Eusebio Bava 8/a, in Turin, Burning Giraffe Art
Gallery hosts a collective show made of twenty paintings by artists Anna Capolupo, Elisa Muliere
and Arias Glez; different from each other for pictorial technique and materials used, but united by
a luxuriant approach that deforms and reinterprets the reality portrayed through the use of a
highly gestural abstraction with floral outcomes.
The exhibition opens with a couple of rough and materic urban landscapes by artist Anna
Capolupo (Lamezia Terme, 1983, lives and works in Florence), in which the minute architectonical
figuration gets distorted and fragmented by many layers of different techniques and materials and
through the constant use of collage and décollage. The same artist – who’s been exhibiting at the
turinese gallery since its opening in June 2014 – presents a brand new series of floral Still Lives, in
which the urban elements are substituted by a delicate and minimal use of abstraction that turns
flowers and plants into signs and splashes of colors, while fully maintaining the strength and
immediacy that make her paintings unique.
The rich pictorial tradition of Still Life finds in Arias Glez (Cadiz, 1979, lives and works in Turin) its
perfect contemporary exponent, able of keeping the daintiness and elegance of floral
compositions unaltered, while transfiguring them in rapid brushes of colors made even more
luminous by the use of Plexiglas as support for his pictorial interventions, and suspending them on
the bright backgrounds of delicate colored fabrics chosen with extreme care to better interact
with the compositions.
Abstraction fully takes over in the large and small canvases by Elisa Muliere (Tortona, 1981, lives
and works in Bologna). The artist’s exuberant gesturality translates into lush, immediately floral
chromatic traces, which are, however, expressionistic explosions in which energy and sensibility
are mixed together. Springing from the force of pure gesture, and from the possibilities of opening
of movement, they tell of obsessions and tensions that resurface from the unconscious.
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Anna Capolupo, Vase with Flowers, 2019, mixed media on paper applied on canvas, cm 100x100

Elisa Muliere, A Woman Sings, 2019, oil on canvas, cm 100x145

Arias Glez, Ugly Capirusa, 2019, mixed media on Plexiglas and pink silk, cm 80x120 (detail)

